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DNA Damage and Checkpoint Minireview
Pathways: Molecular Anatomy
and Interactions with Repair
biochemical. Budding and fission yeasts, with their ter-
rific genetics and horrific nomenclatures, lead in com-
bined genetic and biochemical analyses. (For a descrip-
tion of fission yeast controls similar to those in budding
yeast, see Nurse 1997; Kostrub et al., 1998; Lindsay et
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al., 1998). Many researchers remain convinced that
study of controls in both yeasts will synergize, and, de-
Introduction spite their idiosyncratic differences, prove useful in deci-
It's a good time to write a reviewon checkpoints. Exactly phering how controls work in the medically more impor-
a decade ago the term was introduced to explain why tant human cell (Elledge, 1996; see Zhao et al., 1998).
cells with DNA damage undergo cell cycle arrest before Several recent papers advance our understanding of
mitosis (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988). A formal genetic how budding yeast cells detect DNA damage and signal
definition of checkpoints (Hartwell and Weinert, 1989) arrest, leading to the models shown in Figure 1 (and see
enabled researchers to recognize analogous controls models in the papers reviewed). Data supporting these
that cause cell cycle arrest in response to defects in models are mostly from genetic and in vivo biochemical
DNA replication, chromosome segregation, budding (in studies; whether protein binding and phosphorylation
yeast), and nuclear migration. The initial genetic defini- events are due to direct or indirect interactions between
tion, vague to some, precipitated banter in the literature the proteins shown is usually not known. Nor is the
about a more exact definition. We are now in agreement consequence of phosphorylation events generally known.
that checkpoints are surveillance mechanisms and are On to the model. Earlier results suggested that ssDNA
usually not required for cell cycle events but enforce is an initial damage signal (Garvik et al., 1995). At least
their proper order, especially critical after acute damage
five checkpoint proteins, dubbed sensor proteins, may
or error. We now also know that the molecular pathways
directly associate with damage; of these, four proteins
that enforce the order of cell cycle events actually do
act in one epistasis group, while the fifth, the Rad9much more, including regulation of transcription of re-
protein, is ina secondepistasis group. These two groupspair genes (Elledge, 1996).
of proteins are placed on damaged DNA based on theirA decade ago the potential medical relevance of these
molecular pathways, in particular those controlling chro-
mosome replication and segregation, seemed only plau-
sible. Who could have known? The last decade has
seen a growing appreciation of their medical relevance.
Genes that link DNA damage and checkpoint controls
to cancer and other human diseases include the p53
and ATM genes (Hartwell and Kastan, 1994). Genes in-
volved in thespindle-assembly controlmay be important
in cancer as well (Cahill et al., 1998). The potential rele-
vance to other human diseases (NBS [for Nijmegen
Breakage Syndrome] and BRCA1) feeds interest in basic
mechanisms. Once we know how they work, say opti-
mists, we may be able to manipulate these molecular
pathways and their defects to therapeutic advantage
(Hartwell and Kastan, 1994).
Basic research on DNA damage and replication check-
points has begun to provide insight into underlying
mechanisms. A flurry of recent papers address three
Figure 1. Molecular Anatomy of Checkpoint Pathwaysimportant general questions. The first concerns the ba-
(A) G2/M arrest. The Rad17, Rad24, Mec3, and Ddc1 proteins (ob-sic molecularanatomy of how checkpoint proteins inter-
longs) and Rad9 protein (rectangle) may associate with ssDNAact to signal arrest and transcriptional induction of repair
(blue). Mec3 binds to Ddc1, an interaction that requires Rad17.genes. A second broader question explores the many
Rad17 encodes a putative exonuclease. Both Rad9 and Rad24interfaces between checkpoint controls and DNA repair
groups of proteins activate Mec1 (diamond), a protein kinase that
and replication. (A related question, the interface be- phosphorylates at least the four proteins shown. Phosphorylated
tween checkpoint and cell cycle controls, is addressed Rad9 binds to Rad53 through the FHA2 domain, leading to cell cycle
in particular by recent advances in fission yeast and arrest. Pds1 is required for arrest as well. It is not known if any of
the binding or phosphorylation events shown are direct or indirect.is reviewed elsewhere [Nurse, 1997]). A third question
(B) Transcriptional regulation after a block to DNA replication. Re-addressed more briefly here involves the final conse-
pression of transcription of some repair genes involves Ssn6, Tup1,quence of checkpointsÐtheir roles in preserving geno-
and Crt1. Crt1 can bind to Ssn6 and Tup1 directly. A block to DNAmic stability.
replication activates Mec1, Rad53, and Dun1, which phosphorylate
Molecular Anatomy of the G2/M Arrest and thereby inhibit Crt1. Disassociation of Crt1 from promoters of
after DNA Damage repair genes leads to transcriptional derepression.
Research into molecular anatomy of checkpoint con- (C) The RNR1 hypothesis. Mec1 and Rad53 may regulate Sml1 to
regulate Rnr1, leading to an increase in dNTP synthesis.trols is now shifting emphasis from the genetic to the
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effects on degradation of DNA in vivo (Lydall and Wein- can be argued especially for Ddc1 (Paciotti et al, 1998).
What might all this mean? Maybe Rad9 and/or Ddc1ert, 1995), the sequence similarity of Rad17 to a 39-59
exonuclease, and the sequence similarity of Rad24 to have multiple rolesÐto detect and/or metabolize DNA
damage, to activate Mec1, and then to direct Mec1 toreplication factor C proteins (Griffiths et al., 1995). After
damage, the Mec1 protein kinase, dependent on the phosphorylate substrates important in downstream re-
sponse pathways. If so, does phosphorylation of Rad9presence of sensor proteins, phosphorylates (directly
or indirectly) several proteins with more direct roles in and Ddc1 contribute to the response pathways, as ap-
pears to be the case for Rad9 phosphorylation in activa-cell cycle arrest and transcriptional induction of repair
genes. tion of Rad53? Does phosphorylation modify the still ill-
defined roles of Rad9 and Ddc1 in DNA metabolism?Binding and Phosphorylation
Recent papers from Emili (1998), Sun et al. (1998), and The patterns of phosphorylation define a set of issues
whose resolution is needed to sharpen our view of thisPiaciotti et al. (1998) identify important biochemical in-
teractions between these proteins, identify suggestive molecular anatomy.
And, there is nothing like reading the original articles,patterns of protein phosphorylation, and put this model
to the test. Emili (1998) and Sun et al. (1998) provide for summarizing the findings in these papers so briefly
risks inappropriately simplifying their conclusions.the key observations relevant to the interplay between
Mec1, Rad9, and Rad53. Space limitations in this review Direct and Indirect Interfaces of Checkpoint
Controls with DNA Repair and Replicationprevent all but a cursory summary of their findings. Their
key observations were that Rad9 is phosphorylated in From the molecular anatomy of checkpoint controls we
next turn to how they interface with DNA repair andvivo after DNA damage, and that the phosphorylated
form of Rad9, but not the unphosphorylated form, binds replication. A trio of papers from Huang et al. (1998),
Zhao et al. (1998), and Lee et al. (1998) discuss whatto Rad53. Sun et al. then provide key evidence that the
binding of phosphorylated Rad9 to Rad53 has specific appear to be indirect interfaces; it remains less certain
to what extent checkpoint controls interface directlyconsequences for the checkpoint pathway. A specific
domain in Rad53, called FHA2 (for fork head associated with DNA repair and replication. How autonomous or
interdependent are checkpoint and repair/replicationdomain 2, see Figure 1), is necessary and sufficient to
bind to phosphorylated Rad9 (though it is unknown if proteins? Circumstantial evidence for both autonomy
and interdependence exists. Briefly, checkpoint genesbinding is direct). Most importantly, a mutation in the
FHA2 domain eliminates binding of Rad53 tophosphory- appear to have no essential role in major repair path-
ways, and many repair genes have no detectable rolelated Rad9 and eliminates specific responses (G2/M
arrest and transcriptional induction of repair genes). in cell cycle arrest (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988; Griffiths
et al., 1995). Whether checkpoint genes have direct rolesPaciotti et al. (1998) identified a second association
among checkpoint proteins; they found that Ddc1 bound in minor repair pathways is less certain (see Paulovich
et al., 1998). Sweeping conclusions of autonomy are notto Mec3 in vivo, an association that required Rad17 and
did not require DNA damage. The interaction between permitted, however, because a few repair and replica-
tion mutants (in DNA pole, and specific subunits of RPADdc1, Mec3, and Rad17 provides biochemical evidence
that sensor proteins inferred from genetic studies to act and RFC subunits) do have checkpoint defects (re-
viewed in Elledge, 1996; Paulovich et al., 1997). Arein one pathway indeed interact biochemically, though
the molecular consequence of this interaction remains these replication proteins needed to signal arrest di-
rectly, or are they needed indirectly to form a structureunknown.
Phosphorylation Events Are Many and (e.g., unoccupied ssDNA) that checkpoint proteins rec-
ognize? The nature of the direct interfaces betweenConsequences Suggestive
but Uncertain checkpoint controls and DNA repair and replication re-
mains uncertain.As one might anticipate for a signal transduction pro-
cess, many phosphorylation events occur among these Indirect Interfaces: How a Checkpoint
Pathway Regulates Transcriptionalproteins following DNA damage. The patterns of phos-
phorylation are intriguing and their significance impor- Induction of Repair Genes
DNA damage or a block to DNA replication leads totant to decipher. Mec1 is required to phosphorylate the
Rad53 and Pds1 proteins thought previously to act increased transcription of genes involved in DNA repair
and DNA replication, including genes encoding RNRdownstream of Mec1, though the consequences of even
these phosphorylation events remain to be tested. The (ribonucleotide reductase) subunits involved in modula-
tion of dNTP pools. Transcriptional induction of manyintrigue comes from analyzing phosphorylation of Rad9
and Ddc1, proteins inferred from earlier studies to act repair genes, including RNR3, requires the proteins
Mec1, Rad53, and Dun1 that can probably regulate mul-upstream of Mec1 (see Lydall and Weinert, 1995; Elledge,
1996). That both Rad9 and Ddc1 are phosphorylated by tiple transcription factors. How these proteins control a
pathway of transcriptional inductionafter a block to DNAMec1 could imply that both act downstream of Mec1.
Other evidence from several laboratories (see Paciotti replication is now coming to light thanks to the study
of Huang et al. (1998) in this issue of Cell (see Figureet al, 1998) suggests both classes of proteins, Rad9
and Rad24, may direct Mec1 to phosphorylate specific 1B). They provide evidence describing how a protein
called Crt1 acts both as a corepressor of transcriptionsubstrates; Mec1 may be directed by Rad9 to Rad53
and Pds1, and by Rad24 to Rad53 and Ddc1. And finally, and as an effector of checkpoint pathways. The CRT1
gene was identified initially as a mutant with constitutivesome phosphorylation events could be due to feedback
events common in signal transduction processes, which RNR3 transcription. In their model, Crt1 acts with Ssn6
Minireview
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and Tup1 to repress gene transcription in normally repli- dNTP pools are indeed lower in mec1 or rad53 mutants
(in SML11 strains), and whether Mec1 or Rad53 regulatecating cells. Huang et al. show that Crt1 can in fact bind
Ssn6 and Tup1 in vitro, and genetic studies indicated Sml1Ðother explanations for suppression and for the
essential roles of Mec1 and Rad53 are plausible. Mec1that all three proteins are required for transcriptional
repression of repair genes. Crt1 represses transcription and Rad53 might normally delay replication until dNTP
pools reach adequate levels. By whatever mechanism,by binding to a cis-acting 13-base-pair DNA sequence
called an ªX boxº, which is similar to a sequence recog- suppressor analysis suggests that lethality in mec1 and
rad53 null mutants is due to DNA replication withoutnized by mammalian RFX proteins that regulate tran-
scription of MHC II class genes through this site. Similar adequate accumulation of dNTP precursors. Zhao et al.
point out that ATMmutant cells whichmysteriously growX-box sequences are present upstream of a number of
yeast repair genes. Huang et al. found that the X-box poorly in vitro might do so because of a deficiency in
nucleotide precursor regulation.sequence is sufficient to confer both CRT1-dependent
repression in vivo and Crt1 binding in vitro. The Crt1- Interface between Checkpoint Controls and Repair
through DNA Damage ProcessingSsn6-Tup1-dependent transcriptional repression is de-
repressed by the checkpoint pathway by a mechanism A novel opportunity to evaluate the interface between
repair and checkpoint controls is presented in a recentalso described by Huang et al. After a block to DNA
replication, Mec1, Rad53, and Dun1 are required to paper by Lee et al. (1998). Appreciating their results
requires a brief description of what damaged cells dophosphorylate Crt1, which causes Crt1 to dissociate
from the X-box sequence, leading to transcriptional de- when they arrest in G2/M but cannot repair the damage.
When repair fails thestill damaged cell will in facteventu-repression. Transcriptional induction of repair genes
after DNA damage occurs by a different pathway (which ally resume its cell cycle, a phenomena termed adapta-
tion (Sandell and Zakian, 1993). Sandell and Zakian in-involves transcriptional regulators Swi4 and Swi6; see
Huang et al., 1998). ferred that adapting cells still contained the broken
chromosome because the chromosome was geneticallyAdditional studies of Crt1 expression then led Huang
et al. to point out common themes present in cell cycle detectable but rapidly lost as the adapting cells pro-
ceeded through subsequent cell cycles. Adaptation iscontrols in eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells. In bacteria
the SOS response activates the expression of repair under specific genetic controls. Toczyski et al. (1997)
identified mutations in several protein kinase genes, in-genes through a transcriptional derepresssion mecha-
nism involving inactivation of the LexA repressor by the cluding CDC5, that prevent adaptation; for example, in
cells with unrepairable damage, cdc5 ad mutants arrestRecA coprotease. So, both Crt1 and LexA act as repres-
sors of transcription of repair genes, and what's more and remain arrested, whereas CDC51 cells arrest but
then adapt. Presumably the Cdc5 protein is required toeach also represses its own transcription. Thus, follow-
ing blocks to DNA replication or damage, their own syn- allow cells to override the damage checkpoint, perhaps
by a mechanism that involves modulation of the signalthesis is derepressed, creating a negative feedback
loop. This feedback loop may dampen the induction of transduction pathways discussed above.
In their studies of adaptation, Lee et al. found a corre-repair genes in the presence of low levels of damage
and/or permit rapid transcriptional repression when lation between the amount of single-stranded DNA and
the kinetics of adaptation. To identify this corrrelation,damage is repaired. Other interesting features of these
control systems are also discussed in their paper. they analyzed cells with a specific double-strand break
generated by the HO endonuclease that cleaves at aA Second Indirect Interface with Repair:
The RNR Hypothesis single site in the yeast genome (the MAT locus). The
double-strand break is rapidly converted by cellularThe MEC1 and RAD53 budding yeast genes are essen-
tial for cell viability, while some counterparts in fission nucleases to generate extensive (kb long) 39ssDNA tails
that appear to signal arrrest. Using this system, twoyeast (rad31) and in mammals (ATM) are not essential.
The paper by Zhao et al. (1998) now suggests, surpris- types of experiments suggest that a greater amount of
ssDNA causes prolonged cell cycle arrest (failure toingly, that the essential functions of MEC1 and RAD53
are involved in regulation of dNTP levels. Either high adapt). First, a cell with two MAT loci cleaved by HO
endonuclease, presumably containing two times morecopy plasmids containing RNR1, or genomic mutations
that deregulate RNR3 or RNR1, all rescue cell inviability ssDNA, remained arrested, and failed to adapt, whereas
a cell with one site arrested and then adapted. Second,of mec1 and rad53 null mutants, though no suppressor
restores checkpoint function (Desaney et al., 1998; Zhao a similar correlationbetween ssDNA and adaptation was
found in analysis of mutations in repair proteins thatet al., 1998 and references cited therein). Analysis of
sml1 mutants by Zhao et al. (1998) is of particular interest either decrease or increase the rate of DNA degradation.
In studying the yeast gene called HDF1, a homolog ofand reveals the central hypothesis. Zhao et al. propose
that Mec1 and Rad53 proteins normally inhibit Sml1 to the mammalian Ku70 protein known tobind DNA breaks,
Lee et al. found that yKu70hdf1 mutants both increasedrelieve its inhibition of Rnr1 (Figure 1C). Consequently,
activation of Rnr1 would increase the concentration of the rate of degradation from the HO break site 2-fold
and extended the time of arrest (cells did not adapt).dNTPs necessary for efficient DNA replication and re-
pair. The evidence suggesting this hypothesis includes When mutations in genes that degrade DNA (MRE11 or
RAD50) were then introduced into the yKu70hdf1 mutant,the fact that Sml1 binds to Rnr1 and that in sml1 mutants
the concentration of all four dNTPs are elevated about the double mutants (e.g., yKu70hdf1 mre11) both slowed
degradation and restored adaptation (a shorter cell cy-2.5-fold compared to SML11 cells. Since much about
this mechanism is untestedÐfor example, whether cle arrest). Lee et al. suggest that the amount of ssDNA
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can be altered by repair proteins to alter arrest kinetics. how the controls then mediate downstream responses
of arrest and transcriptional regulation are also achiev-yKu70Hdf1, Mre11, and Rad50 repair proteins therefore
exert an influence on checkpoints indirectly through ing definition. Why Mec1 and Rad53 are essential has
a plausible explanation in their regulation of dNTP levels,generation of ssDNA. It is noteworthy that yKu70hdf1,
mre11, and rad50 mutants are all proficient for the initial related indirectly to chromosome replication and repair.
Many questions remain unresolved, especially concern-G2/M arrest, indicating the corresonding repair proteins
indeed have no direct role in initiating the arrest re- inghow checkpoint proteins might interface directlywith
repair and replication proteins. The power of reduction-sponse. The amount of ssDNA generated independent
of these proteins is apparentlysufficient to initiate arrest. ist approaches together with interest in this field prom-
ises an ever more complete description of checkpointLee et al. also reported that a particular rfa1 mutation
(in the gene encoding RPA) also restored normal adapta- pathways. Perhaps in another decade the understand-
ing of a sufficient number of details may allow us totion kinetics to yKu70hdf1 mutants, yet the double mutant
retained the rapid degradation of ssDNA. They suggest even manipulate them for medical benefit. Well, maybe
two decades.that RPA proteins may have a more direct interaction
with checkpoint controls that affect adaptation. Further
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Concluding Remarks
The molecular anatomy underlying many aspects of
checkpoint controls, including binding and phosphory-
lation events, is now being uncovered. Descriptions of
